
COURSE OF STUDY SCHOOL  

GARRETT-EVANGELICAL THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY 2121 Sheridan Road 
Evanston, IL 60201 

847-866-3942 

YEAR THREE 313 Mission from God: Evangelism  

This course provides an analysis of the theology of evangelism and of various strategies for 
the church's evangelistic task in the heritage of United Methodism.  

Course Objectives 
• Consideration of the biblical roots of evangelism and foundational theological considerations 
necessary for the task of evangelism. 
• Understanding the role of the Holy Spirit in evangelism. 
• Interpretation of the Wesleyan heritage of evangelism. 
• Understanding church growth principles and how it relates to evangelism. 
• Developing and deploying spiritual gifts for the growth of the church. 
• Focus on evangelism in and for the local congregation with emphasis on issues such as 
developing vision and mission, the primary task of the local church, organizing and training 
laity for evangelism, relating evangelism to Christian education and developing comprehensive 
strategies for reaching the non-churched.  

IMPORTANT: Each student needs a Personal Identification number on 
your homework. Nashville supplies these. You can get your Identification 
number from Pamela Frost and it will stay the same throughout your 
studies. Pamela’s e-mail is: pfrost@gbhem.org  

E-mail completed assignments to: matt@livingtheadventure.net  

A. Required Texts 
Arias, Mortimer. Announcing the Reign of God: Evangelization and the Subversive Memory of 
Jesus Lima, Ohio: Academic Renewal Press, 2001. ISBN: 0-7880-9903-5 
Coleman, Robert E. The Master Plan of Evangelism. Grand Rapids: Fleming H. Revell, 1993. 
ISBN: 0-8007-5467-0 
Hunter III, George G., Radical Outreach: The Recovery of Apostolic Ministry and Evangelism, 
Abingdon Press, Nashville, Tennessee, 2003. ISBN 068707441X. 
Jones, E. Stanley. The Christ of the Indian Road. Nashville, TN: Abingdon, 1925. ISBN 
0687063779 
Knight III, Henry H. & Powe, JR, Douglas. Transforming Evangelism: The Wesleyan Way of 
Sharing Faith. Nashville: Discipleship Resources, 2006. ISBN: 978-0-88177-485-6 
 
 
 
 



B. Instructions: how to format your homework 
1. Read the texts, take notes and answer the questions completely in your own words, using 
complete sentences (unless otherwise noted). Do not quote extensively from the texts you read. 
Digest the ideas and information, and then put them in your own words. 
2. Follow approximate length given for each item of written work. 
3. Print your written work on 81⁄2 X 11 white paper, one side only, double-spaced, with a one-
inch margins all around. On computer use a 14-point font, either Times New Roman or Arial. 
4. On each page of your work, include a header with your name, the class number, and the 
page number. Writing the question number at the beginning of your answer. Do not type the 
questions before your answers. 
5. If you quote from a printed text, you must use quotation marks and note the source 
(including pages) in parentheses at the end of each usage. Quotations should never be more 
than a sentence or two long. Ideas and information should be stated in your own words, not in 
the words of the authors you have read. For assigned texts, you may abbreviate the titles by 
using the first letter of each word in the title. For example, if the source is Harper’s Bible 
Dictionary, then use (HBD, p. 34-35). If you refer to books that are not listed on the class 
reading list, then you must give full bibliographic information. The Proper Citations page will 
give you more information about how to present bibliographic information in your work. 
6. Staple all pages for each of course of each module together in a sequential manner, using 
one staple in the upper left-hand corner. Do not staple together papers for more than one 
course. Do not bind your homework or turn in 3-ring binders or plastic/paper report covers. 
7. Add a title page to each course of each module that includes a) the name of the course, b) 
your name, and c) the date of the first day of class. 
8. The due date for written work is listed on the homework main page. Late work is only 
accepted with prior approval of the Director of the Course of Study School. 
9. Make a copy of your material and bring it with you for your own use during the school. 
NOTE: Using other people’s materials without documentation, whether from a book, journal, 
teacher, another student, sermon service, or lectionary aid, is unacceptable behavior. Such 
activity, otherwise known as plagiarism usually means failure for the course with notification 
sent to the Conference Course of Study Registrar and the Division of Ordained Ministry. 
Professors will report all instances of plagiarism to the Director of the Course of Study. The 
Director will arrange for a meeting with the professor and the student, and the student will be 
given opportunity to explain the situation. The Director in consultation with the professor will 
make a decision about what action is appropriate for a first instance of plagiarism. Such action 
could include, rewriting the material, or failure of the course. A brief summary of the meeting 
will be prepared by the Director and placed in the student’s file in the Course of Study Office 
and kept there until the student completes the Course of Study Curriculum. If a second 
instance of plagiarism is documented, the student will fail the course and the Director will 
determine what other consequences may apply.  

 

 

 



C. Assignments 
Pre-Class Reading and Paper: DUE 2 weeks before the class, March 25, 2022.  

1. Knight III and Powe, Jr. 

Read the entire book and answer all study questions at the end of each of the chapters. There are 
a total of 32 questions. 

2. Do a Book Critique Form (Provided) and a One-Page Single Space Review Paper on the 
following books 

a. Jones, Christ of the Indian Road 
b. Coleman, The Master Plan of Evangelism 
c. Arias, Announcing the Reign of God 
d. Hunter, Radical Outreach 

Final Project 

Each student will be required to create a 4-6 week 1-hour per session study on evangelism for a 
local church. The 4-6 sessions should incorporate:  

1. Information received through the reading and through class conversations  
2. Personal Definition of Evangelism 
3. Practical Theology of Evangelism 
4. Scriptural study of Evangelism 

The presentations should include use of handouts, Powerpoint Presentation, and/or experienced 
based teaching. 

Each student will be required to present one of the sessions to the class during the second 
weekend.  

C. Grading 

35% of the final grade will be based on your class participation. 35% of the final grade will be 
based on your pre-class assignments 30% of the final grade will be based on your class 
presentation. 

 

  



423                                                         Book Critique Form                                                    Spring 2022 
 
Name:              Date:       
 
Book Title:           Author:       
 
Evaluation: 1 (Low)-10 (High):        Elaborate citing strengths and weaknesses: 
 
      
 
 
Summary of Entire Text:       
 
What new insights have you gained from reading this text? (cite pages or chapters) 

1.       

2.       

3.       

4.       

 
What are some ministry applications of these insights? 

1.       

2.       

3.       

4.       

 
What are some issues, concerns, or questions you would like to see discussed? 
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